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  EDITOR’s NOTEEDITOR’s NOTE

ampus Moments is a newly promoted magazine introduced on 
campus. Our first edition features news, entrainment, lifestyle, Cgossip, religion, innovation and research and sports. The 

magazine is organised by students who have passion in writing and 
research.

Our goal as a magazine team is to enlighten students with knowledge of 
what is happening on campus and around the world. We are hoping that 
the project is going to be recognised internationally as we seek to engage 
all university communities.

We encourage and request students to support us by sourcing out stories 
and giving feedback where necessary so as to uplift our organization to an 
international standard. Our main objective is to create a forum of debate, 
promoting the brand of NUST to a well recognised institution world wide. 

As an editor, i would like to congratulate all the effort the magazine team 
took to finally come up with a tangible copy of a mag. It's been hard to 
work around looking for money and stories,  considering that we have 
school work to nurse.

Editor

Lackson Munkombwe. 

SCREEN SHOTS OF THE COVER
AND INSIDE PAGE

13

SPOT 5 DIFFERENCES
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NEWS
NEW RESEARCH POLICY 
FOR NUST

researchers.UST is expected to adopt a 
Professor Naik said: “The contents of general Research Policy as 
the policy are not public domain yet Nwell as a Research Ethics 
because the draft has been sent to the Policy by the end of March 2015 in a 
senate for approval. However, the bid to foster a new research culture 
policy will govern the conduct of that will improve the 
researchers and ensure that resources institution's world 
are put to good use. This will increase ranking and attract 
visibility and make donors more external funding.
willing to fund research projects.”According to the 
The policy which was crafted by the director of the Research 
Research and Innovation Office about and Innovation Office 
two years ago will be the first since (RIO) Professor Yogi Naik
the university opened in 1991. It will  this new 'research culture' will be 
be adopted at a time when research characterised by increased 
funding, equipment, laboratories and accountability, value and output in the 
expertise have been affected by the research process as well as improved 
poorly performing economy.mentoring and supervision for young 

RIO Director
 Prof Naik

t will not be easy to scrap off the which requested for a bus is no longer 

$20.00 fee increment meant for a in office now and all the decisions they Istudent's bus because it speaks to made then will affect my board. They 

matters of policy, said Students saw the bus as a necessary thing to 

Representative Council President, have then and pushed for it, now its 

Shadowlite Ndou. not necessary, I have to reverse it and 

Ndou said policy decisions take time to if I do, what if the next board wants 

be assessed and passed because they the bus. Its now more like we don't 

are debated through many concerned know what we want."

institutional boards. Students present at the AGM were 

worried about how the institution uses 

funds questioning how the bus levy 

. will work out because they pay for 

One problem we face as the SRC is sports but the coaches haven't been 

that we lack continuity. The board paid and there's a shortage of kits.

"We wish to reverse the decision 

because most students are not in favor 

of it but we need everyone's support

he National University of Science 

and Technology is set to Tstrengthen its security this year in 

order to be able to contain crime through 

several awareness campaigns.

According to Abednigo Dube, the Security 

Officer in charge of crime, the institution is 

set to engage students and educate them 

about the importance of security so that 

students are alert both within and outside 

campus.

"We will work with all influential bodies 

within the institution so as to get our 

message across to students because we 

have hosted several campaigns but 

students don't attend." 

Among other security measures, Dube told 

Campus Moments that his office is 

concerned about the security of its 

students and staff that have been mugged 

outside campus and have engaged the 

Zimbabwe Republic Police to set up a 

camp at Bob garage.

"We have engaged the ZRP and they have 

agreed to set up a station near the school 

to  enable emergency responses when 

crime is committed,"Dube said.

STUDENTS QUESTION THE NEED 
FOR ANOTHER SCHOOL BUS

NUST 

REINFORCES

 SECURITY

by Sineke Sibanda

TAFADZWA T MHEPOH
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FOCUS

BY TAFADZWA T MHEPOH | @mhepoh

NUST E-LEARNING  
SOFTWARE DEBUNKED

hen the university revealed that lecturers were also 

opened this semester, facing challenges in uploading WSandra Sibanda was reading materials, exam papers 

referred to the e-learning portal for assignments and course outlines. 

reading lists and the course outline Only one out of six lecturers taking 

day after day. second year journalism students had 

On the third consecutive day of this uploaded material onto the platform.

happening, the media student Mr B T Jona, a journalism lecturer 

decided to stay for a few minutes on said: “The online learning portal is 

campus in order to download the excellent because it includes a lot of 

material using the students Wi-Fi.  As features that make teaching and 

usual, the network was available but learning more convenient. The only 

did not provide internet access. She challenge is that students do not 

was frustrated. know how to use Sakai. 

Sandra's experience has become According to the ICT Department, the 

common to many other students open source software has been in use 

whose departments are using the e- at the since 2012. 

learning platform for the first time. 

Students interviewed on campus said 

that they had engaged their lecturers 

to use alternative platforms online as 

a solution to the problem. 

“This online learning thing will not In response to students and lecturers 

benefit students because the complaints, a software technician in 

network is always down,” said Lisa the ICT Department Mrs Ayonda 

Masuku a second year student. “It's It Makiwa said that students should 

would be better for lectures to use approach Faculty technicians for 

class emails to send us relevant assistance or send an email to the 

materials.” helpdesk on the students' portal. 

An investigation by Campus Moments 

The university had 

installed the software for the 

convenience of both students and 

lecturers and also to save money 

and time in the teaching and 

learning process.

HERE’S HOW TO LOG IN TO 

Open the NUST 
website & click

under 
the students 
portal.Sakai 

should open and 
request log in 

credentials

 
learn online 

Navigate to Log 
In & enter your 

 
number &your 

as password.  

student ID

bar code number 

That’s it!!!
Navigate to your 

workspace & 
courses &get 

busy.
Easy Peezy 

Lemon 
Squeezy!!!

  
More @CM 

online

F
E
A
T
U
R
E
S

2

3

1

Instruction Tools
µ Assignment 

tools
µ Gradebook
µ Tests & 

Quizzes

Collaboration Tools
µ Announcements t

µ Chat room
µ Calender
µ Drop Box
µ Wiki Tools 

Course Sites
µ Home page
µ Resources

µ Mass Upload
µ Section 
Management

User Tools
µ My Workspace
µ Preferences
µ Social Profile

µ Reset 
Password
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INSPIRATION

A Anthem,

L Lesson,

Unattended,

: Success is an  sing it.

: Success is a  play it.

: Success is a  wear it.

D: Success is a  follow it.

: Success is an  pass it.

: Success is a  eat it.

: Success is a  reach it.

H: Success is a Heart, protect it.

: Success is an  articulate it.

: Success is a  travel it.

: Success is a  honour it.

: Success is a  learn it.

: Success is a  make it.

: Success is a  admire it.

: Success is an  grab it.

: Success is a  use it.

: Success is a  beautify it.

: Success is a  win it.

: Success is a  analyse it.

: Success is a  respect it.

: Success is  attend it.

: Success is a  listen to it.

: Success is a  use it.

: Success is an  celebrate it.

: Success is all  so succeed.

: Success is a  show it.

B Ball,

M Money,

V Voice,

C Cloth,

N Noble,

T Teacher,

Driver,

R Race,

Z Zeal,

E Exam,

O Opportunity,

W Window,

F

Q Queen,

Food,

G Goal,

Power,

Yours,

I

K

Influencer,

King,

Story,

J Journey,

P

Y

S

U

X Xmas,

1. Learn from the Happy, they overcame adversity.

2. Learn from the Sad, they grew complacent.

3. Learn from the Wise, they are repented fools.

4. Learn from the Fools, they are courageous and fear 

nothing.

5. Learn from the Old, they fought hard and long battles.

6. Learn from the Young, they still can dream.

7. Learn from the Wounded, they understand the 

meaning of healing.

8. Learn from the Leaders, they excelled at following.

9. Learn from the Followers, they see where leaders 

stray.

10. Learn from the Great, they were once small.

In summation, be open to learn from everyone you meet in life 

because people are the most valuable resources you can ever have.

THE -
 OF SUCCESS

 A  Z

10 KINDS OF PEOPLE YOU 

NEED TO LEARN FROM 

There is no secret behind or super genius as long as your academics success 

passing exams; reading is you want to pass exams that's reading. The only 

the only key to open the then you have to read. means to break the circle 

locked doors of academic You can consult all the of academics failure is to 

success. You might be traditional healers, initiate the circle of 

living under the ocean, prophets, professors or reading, if you don't read l 

ground, and cave or you any expect but they tell guarantee you failure. 

can be a king, rich person, you one answer about 

Reading: key to unlock academic success.

by Prince Vinnette Mutimbanyoka
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CAMPARAZZI

those  moments‘campus’

 by Kenneth Moyo

 Nothing can stop nature calls even when 
everyone around is looking.

 Three 
lovely girls 
posing to a 
picture as 

CM 
photograph
er did what 
he knows 

best.

 Love craze! Nothing beats this guy’s 
taste, even chicken slice. Students 

sitted by 
the 

commerce 
building 

foyer 
trying to 
get better 

Wifi 
connection

Students at 
the NUST 

Debate 
society 

stand 
during the 

Clubs 
Expo! 

Security Blitz! 
Student 

searches for 
her ID in 

order to enter 
Campus. 

LOL

Ni99az pose for a pic at the 
Campus Moments photo booth

during the Clubs Expo.
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STYLE 

Ae619 Orange
| Black | Taupe
Lulu Dress
• Scuba
stretch fabric
Sizes 30-40

R499 PV240
Skirt length :
55cm (Just
above the knee )

AF132 Pink |
Black | Emerald

Pocket
Pleat Dress

• Bon bon fabric
Sizes 34-40

R449 PV210

FOR HER
FANCY AUTUMN 

DRESSES
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STYLE
Golfer

ARC650 | ARC651
| ARC653 | ARC655
Archangel Easy
Care Stripe Golfer
Sizes S-XXL

R149 PV70

Shorts

ARC450 Green | Royal
Blue | Charcoal | Orange

Sizes 32-42

R249 PV120

Archangel Men’s 100%
Cotton Twill Shorts

FOR Him

C L A S S I C & 
C A S U A L  
S N E A K E R S

TRENDY 

SMART 

CASUAL

Shirt

Arc5110

• Sizes S-XXL

R199 PV100

Archangel Easy 
Care

Fashion Check Shirt
• with button down collar,

double pocket and print 
detail.

Utility Shirt

ARC123
Archangel 
Cotton

t
(

Spandex Utility
Shirt Slim Fi

PCM8697 Black
| White | Navy

R339 PV150

Pierre Cardin Mens
Fashion Sneakers

Sizes 6-11

Classic Sneakers
Classic sneakers are the kind
of shoes that can be worn with
anything. One simple colour
goes with everything from
jeans to a tailored trouser. You
can dress it up with a blazer or
keep it totally easy with a pair
of shorts to beat the heat.
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PROFILE
KING CALEMAN

NZ:How would you describe 

yourself?:

NZ:Where do you see yourself in 5 

NZ: Where did your stage name years?

CALEMAN originate from?

NZ:When did you start singing?

NZ: Would you say music is 

something that came naturally?

NZ:How many albums do you 

have?

NZ: How would you compare 

ZimDanceHall to UrbanGrooves 

.

NZ: What inspired this title?
NZ: Who are your favourite 

NZ: What is your advise to other conscience artists?
artists who want to break into the 

music industry like you?

NZ: Do you have any 

projects that you have 

done with other artists? NZ: What do you usually do during 

your spare time?

NZ:What is your motto?

wants us to share. I appreciate 

Dongo's music, it sounds fun. I used 

to be his fan and now he wants to 

work with me. This may mean he 

identifies his work in my songs. 

CM: I am a soldier upon a mission.

CM: I'm going international. I have a 

CM : I got my stage name in 2010 contract with Starbrite to get me a  

after a talent search at Chegato High reggae promoter. They now have my 

School. I was the best performer. I copyrights.

reigned the reggae movement.

CM:I started singing in grade 5 at 

primary school in our school choir for 

example the National Anthem among 

others. Then I later composed a song 

with the choir master.

CM : Mic Inity is my inspiration 

because he sounds international.
CM:Yes it is. I used to imitate the 

reggae artists like Bob Marley and 

Lucky Dube.
CM: well I have produced singles 

with various producers. I'm 

compiling an album called "Art for 
CM: it is mainly for fun but reggae 

Art's Sake"
music is for conscious minded people.

: 

CM: It's actually extracted from 

Oscar Wilde's Importance 

of Being Enest."

CM: If you are pushed by passion to 

do music move forward.

CM: I have and I am still  

trying to do it with other CM: I like playing other people's 

artists. I am actually works and I enjoy it .

working on a hip hop 

flavor which Trevor Dongo CM:"I care less but I'm not careless".
 Ras Caleman freestyling during a Clubs Expo near 
the commerce building at NUST.

Name:  Caleb 

Shoko

Age: 21

Occupation: 

Student & Reggae

  Artist. 

Interview by 
Nomathemba Zondo 

(NZ)
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BLOODY 

MARATHON 

PARTY
According to several sources, two well-known 

members of a very popular committee at NUST were 

involved in a fight during the 3D Jumpstart Marathon 
rdgig on Friday the 23  of January. 

Sources said the two students were fighting for a 

'babe' but were stopped by the NUST security officers 

who were present at the gig.

Hmmmmmmmmm we all wondering who these public 

figures are because the source did not give us any 

names. !!!

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE MOVIE
SOCIAL MEDIA REVIEW

events calender

G
O

S
S

I P

The Bulawayo film about 
a journalist, Bokani 
Nleya, who investigates 
the murder of a Lawyer,
by someone close to 
him; premiered at the 
Rainbow Cinema on the 
night of February 7 
2015.
Produced by Lenni 
Sibanda Qiniso  
investigates the mystery 
of death, which is a 
cultural issue. Here is 
what #twimbos had to 
say.

T R E N D I N G

sun mon tues wed thurs fri sat

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 12 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

What’s

On in 

Feb 2015

 

 Attention

campusmoments@
gmail.com

: Events 
Organisers:
Please e-mail us  
items of news about 
events,  written 
exactly as you 
would like them to 
appear:

QINISO 
Movie 

Premier
Rainbow
inema 

@
c

Valentine’s
Day Dinner 
@ NUST

7pm

James 
Blunt 

concert
HICC

The Bourne 
Identity @ Byo 

Academy
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SHORT STORY

with the highest Grade Point Average again, this was her superiority he smothered the gaudy neon-
ever recorded in the district, her high complex speaking. pink lipstick over her mouth, 
school's valedictorian who had Sthe stick remaining pressed 
graduated summa cum laude – was The strawberry-scented rulers of this against her lips with each aggressive 
clueless. This realisation was domain did their best to make her feel stroke. The Maybelline models in the 
f o l l o w e d  b y  a n  e v e n  m o r e  inadequate, constantly picking on her ads, she'd observed, always pouted 
consternating discovery, THEY HAD untamed jet-black mane, her glasses when they did it, so she was "on the 
WO which were evidently too large for her right track" she thought. She blamed 

face, and her social awkwardness. her inexperience on her indolent 
Most days she was unfazed, on others mother, who she believed had failed 
she confronted them, which only her by not teaching her such an 
egged them on. She was a very essential part of womanhood – how to 
insignificant David, pitted against a be beautiful.
trio of very determined Goliaths. She 

had sworn to never become like them, 

and yet, here she was – desperately 

trying to recreate herself in their pin-

up doll image. 

She paused, and stared blankly into 

the mirror, looking past the rosy-

cheeked, racoon-eyed girl staring 

back at her, in search of something - "Beauty is not born, it is made." 
someone familiar. Realising she was Although she could never recall 
lost, she began to gasp uncontrollably exactly where she'd heard those Those "vapid, airhead, oversexed 
and a tear, tinted purple by her burnt words, they pecked at her, and whores" – as she'd often describe 
eye shadow, trickled down her right regardless of whether they had any them in an inaudible whisper as they 
cheek. She quickly wiped it off with truth to them, in this moment she breezed past her in the hallway – had 
her hand but failed to thwart the chose to believe them. If only she w o n !  T h o s e  " s e l f - o b s e s s e d  
stream of tears that followed could get the brush-stroke techniques strumpets" – who probably didn't 
accompanied by involuntary jerky down, and quit her habitual eye- even know what "strumpet" meant, 
sobs. After one heavy breath inwards, twitching whenever the eyeliner had bested her.
she wiped her face clean, stared touched the tip of her eyelids.- She 
intently into the mirror once more, couldn't. High school had been rough. Each day 
and smiled.was plagued with the shenanigans 

Her fingers trembled, as she typical of recalcitrant teenagers.  .
cluelessly rummaged through the Nerds had their heads plunged in trash 
remaining contents of her mother's cans, the girls were as angst as ever, 
make-up kit. What lay before her, the "Jesus freaks" damned everyone 
were foreign objects – tweezers, to hell, and the popular kids ruled over 
mascara, bronzer, and something else this jungle with manicured fists. It 
that looked like a tiny pair of scissors appeared that only she could see it for 
– it was all very disorienting. This was what it really was, a cliché re-
the first that time that she, - the girl enactment of Mean Girls.But then 

“Nerds had their heads 
plunged in trash cans, the girls 
were as angst as ever, the 
"Jesus  f reaks"  damned  
everyone to hell, and the 
popular kids ruled over this 
jungle with manicured fists.”

N!

PURPLE TEARDROPS

by Farai Kwesha
tweet@fatsoRai

F
A
R
A
I
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POETRY|   JOKES| TOONS

 I have never imagined that there can be this day.
A day that love will find its way.

Out of my heart and into your soul.
These feelings I have are beyond my control.

All my life I have waited patiently.
For a goddess like you, so beautiful, so lovely.

Words cannot express the way I feel.
These feelings towards you are all for real.

You are the reason why I go on.
Eternity cannot separate this special bond.

This heart of mine is reserved for you.
Forever it is yours, this love is true.

I will be your first and you will be my last.
My world, my everything, till my time has past.

I will always love you until the end of time.
MY LOVE, MY SWEETHEART, MY VALENTINE!

 TILL THE END OF TIME…

| ||| poem by Francis Chikanga

“I am sorry” and “I apologize mean the same 
thing... except when you’re at a funeral.

Want to hear a pizza joke....nah, it’s too cheesy. 
What about a construction joke? Oh never mind, 

I’m still working on that one. Did you hear the 
one about the rope? Skip it! Have you heard the 

one about the guy in the wheelchair? Never 
mind, it’s too lame.

Light travels faster than sound. This is why some 
people appear bright until you hear them speak!

My girlfriend gives me sound advice. 99% sound, 
1 % advice.

j o k e s

A man got drunk and came home very late. He 
sat on the doorstep for 40 minutes trying to figure 

out  what to tell his super strict wife. 
He gained courage and opened the door to find 

his wife and son watching a late night movie. 
Heart pounding, he passed them and went 

upstairs. To his surprise, his wife didn’t say a 
word. Just to confirm, he decided to walk past 
them again, but his wife maintained silence.

He signaled his son to come over and asked why  
his mother was silent. He replied:

“She asked for lipstick and I gave her glue.”
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FICTION 

modern lenses unlike the rest fore head than her soft brown eyes 
of her family members. that he used to love so much. He 
 The surface of such grave opened his arms for a hug, but his 
stones were awash with a girlfriend remained frozen.
warm yellow illumination “Zviko..” She said in a whimper 
coming from a combination thinking of so many reasons why 
of tower lamps that lit hugging him right now would be 
Warren hills from every wrong. 
angle and corner. The “Its nothing. Don't worry about it. It 
warmness of the lighting was was just a small fight.”
a sharp contrast to the dark 
and heaviness of the night. There was nothing small about what o k u t e n d a  M a d a v a n h u  

She increased her steps when her neck she was seeing. His shirt was torn and walked briskly along a worn 
hairs erected, after she thought she shredded in so many places. It was Nout dust path that was 
heard footsteps behind her. She broke missing the left sleeve. He had deep between a cemetery plot. She found 
into  a scared sprint. As she turned to cuts and bloody scratches all over his herself repeatedly wishing for 
her left following the road, she saw left hand. The right sleeve was still someone, anyone to appear either in 
her boyfriend exiting his black Nissan intact and hid his hand, but was front of her or behind, but every time 
twin cab, which he had parked in the drenched in blood. His blue trousers she turned no one was there. Nothing 
middle of a round about made by most were dirty and bloody and his right leg was there. It was silent. Nothing apart 
of the roads that ran through the had a slit that ran through to the knee. from her moved, breathed or made 
cemetery. He was standing under a His face was clean but his eyes were noise. As a result, the noise her 
tower light and hence was well soaked suddenly cold and vacant. He hid his footsteps were making was amplified 
with bright yellow light. hands away from her and she was no and echoed every where. The echoes 

longer settled.made her shiver and she could feel 
cold sweat rolling down her neck, 

“You had another fight with your down to waist band of the low cut blue 
wife?!” She demanded with a voice jeans she was wearing. She was 
that was louder than she had blessed with a fat free body, most 
ant icipated.  I t  actual ly took people called it thin, she called it 
Zvikomborero with surprise.skinny like there was a difference, and 
“She is my ex wife. Whatever  I do as such looked great in everything she 
with her is none of your business.” He wore. She was tall, taller than most 
answered pointing his index finger at women she knew and she had clear 

She was relieved to see him. But then her. chocolate brown skin, brown soft 
she abruptly stopped. The lighting “I am your girlfriend....” She eyes, nude colored lips and high 
was as bright as day and it hid nothing. protested, throwing her hands in the cheeks bones. Coupled with shoulder 
She swallowed again as she began to air with so much force. length dreadlocks that were as black 
walk toward him, trying to keep an “Yeah! And not my wife. Don't get as the designer formal black  jacket 
open mind. Zvikomborero Tomudai  confused.” Zvikomborero snapped, she was wearing, clean and well cared 
turned away from his car and spotted taking a step back away from his for and always smelled of Dark ' n'  
his girl friend. He tried to smile but girlfriend.. “We are here as detectives. Lovely moisturizing sprays. 
could not, coldness had sipped Lets stick to the job!”
through his body and had froze every 

She swallowed hard as she tried not to 
warm feeling he had. He thought of Nokutenda licked her lower lip as she look at the graves, most of which were 
walking toward her then thought not, ran her left hand through her pony tail. covered with over grown weeds and 
then changed his mind again as he She cleared the throat as she tried to vegetation. Here and there, she would 
began to walk slowly toward her.  smile to stop tears from falling.see one that was well kept and the 

“Right. I think we should follow this granite still looking new and a little 
“What happened to you?” Nokutenda road, it will take us to our crime beautiful. Hey...she found herself 
asked, concern fully registered on her scene.” she said pointing to  the road thinking. Isn't thinking about the 
face. that was unfolding before them, beauty of a grave a taboo in some 
“Happy new year. What plans do you leading toward more graves and even cultures, maybe her own. Not that she 
have for 2015?” Zvikomborero asked brighter harsh lighting.subscribed to culture or cultural 
as he focused more on his girlfriend's 

activities. She saw herself through 

‘..He had deep cuts and 
bloody scratches all over his 
left hand. The right sleeve 
was still intact and hid his 
hand, but was drenched in 
blood...’

<<Read More of the Series online!

BLUE DUST |||
BY KUDZAI MWANZA
EPISODE  ONE
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imbabwe entered 2015 struck by 

perennial problems of woeful Zeconomy, poor service delivery 

and retrenchments.

Speaking to campus moments 

correspondent, Blessing Antipa, a finance 

student at NUST said that the government 

has failed to utilize political will power to 

address the financial challenges facing the 

country.

'The government officials are busy putting 

all the blame of these financial woes that 

the country is facing on sanctions which 

were imposed on the country by the West 

in early 2000s,' said Antipa.'Instead they 

have to stand out and draw up policies that 

can help in the national development like 

coming up with a strategy of reviving the 

industries in Bulawayo so that the Gross 

Domestic Product(GDP) is increased.

He added that the country cannot keep on 

like this, it has to quickly revise and 

improve the economic policies so that it 

attracts Foreign Direct Investment(FDI).

On comment majority commercial 

personnel said that the year 2014 rounded 

up with an unbalanced national budget, 

retrenchments both in private and public 

companies due to failure of meeting 

financial obligations

'Zimbabwe is failing to attract investors 

due to policies that lack clarity and 

consistence due to the indigenisation 

law,'said Antipa.

He concluded saying, it is quite clear that 

the country needs a much heavier dose of 

Foreign Direct Investments to improve its 

productivity hence generation of national 

income.

GLOOMY ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR 2015
By Brighton Gumbo or the longest time 

n o w ,  
Z i m b a b w e a n s  F

have felt the full impact of 
an economic meltdown 
stretching for more than 
a decade.  Banking 
c r i s e s ,  c u r r e n c y  
d e p r e c i a t i o n s ,  

wages, with 14% of the country`s hyperinflation, negative GDP 
population dependent on this growth – Zimbabweans have seen 
source. 10% rely on income from it all. But what exactly are the 
self-employment and so does financial and economic effects of 
another 10% whose main income Zimbabwe`s seemingly never 
comes from piecework. 8% of ending “ terminal  dec l ine?”  
Z i m b a b w e a n s  d e p e n d  o n  Nowhere better are these effects 
remittances and a further 4% are revealed than in the lives of the 
supported by income from state ordinary Zimbabweans on the 
pensions and rentals.streets. 

The FinScope survey, a research 
tool developed by FinMark Trust is 23% of  Z imbabweans are  
a nationally representative survey financially excluded (i.e. do not use 
of how adult individuals source financial products – neither formal 
their incomes, and how they nor informal – to manage their 
manage their financial lives. financial lives) and 8% rely only on 

informal financial products or 
Below are some of the results from services.
that survey:

53% of adults in Zimbabwe do not 
 save, citing no money left after 

70% o f  Z imbabwe`s  to ta l  living expenses (69%) and  no 
population resides in the rural income – no money to save (19%). 
areas. Additionally, 66% of The common reasons offered by 
Zimbabwean households are the 47% that does save, are to 
involved in farming, with almost cover living expenses (35%), 
half of these (45%) farming solely education or school fees (21%) 
to meet their consumption needs. and emergencies (non-medical) 
Farming is the main source of (19%).
income for Zimbabweans with 36% 
still relying on money from farming 
activities. Maize, tobacco and 
vegetables are the highest income 
earners for the farming public.

Financial inclusion increased by 17 
percentage points from 60% in 
2011 to 77% in 2014 mainly due to 

76% of  Z imbabwe`s  adu l t  increase in formally served (largely 
population earn US$200 per month mobile money). 91% (6.7 million) 
or less (including 7% who do not know about mobile money but only 
have an income at all). Apart from 45% (3.15 million) are registered 
farming income, the other main and only 3% (90 000) used another 
s o u r c e s  o f  i n c o m e  f o r  person’s mobile account. 
Zimbabweans include salaries and 

FINANCIAL INCLUSION 
AND BANKING

SAVING REMAINS A PIE IN 
Z I M B A B W E ` S  THE SKY
POPULATION IS  LARGELY 
RURAL

M O B I L E  M O N E Y  
CONTINUES TO GROW 
FROM STRENGTH TO 
STRENGTH

ECONOMIC HARDSHIPS 
AFFECTING WAY OF LIFE

flashpoint.co.zw
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CURRENT AFFAIRS

then surely someone's prayers Jews wiped off the face of the orld Peace, a term 
would be answered if they earth.that has been 
wanted the extermination of all Wthrown around so 
Zimbabweans or as we often Closer to home Boko Haram is often when people are 
see nowadays, a person causing havoc in Nigeria in discussing their dreams and 
subsequently killing in the order to uphold the beliefs of aspirations. 
name of a God. Perhaps the Islamic state and the 

Religion is the main hindrance stereotypical characterisation When a pot-bellied politician 
of World Peace. given to all these people by the stands on a podium making 

more developed countries who empty promises to his people, 
feel their religious beliefs are world peace or a contribution 
more coherent only angers towards it is often mentioned. 
them and the result of this is Yet, in the year 2015 where 
that there is no peace in the the world has surely 
world.become more connected 

thanks to technology and 
It's a sad conclusion to come to easy accessibility to any 
especially considering what part of the planet, peace in 
religion is meant to represent. the world is no more 

realistic than Greek 
The truth is that even the most Mythology.
seemingly peaceful beliefs 

such as Christianity are flawed 

by hypocrisy and to a greater 

extent a lack of respect for 

other beliefs. It would be fair to 

say that if the world was one 

secular state there would be no 

killing in the name of a God or 

anger brought through 

undermining each other's 

Watching the news nowadays beliefs, peace in the world This brings to mind the 
it's become increasingly would still be far off, but there fundamental question for all 
apparent that the nation of is no doubt that we would be a young people. Why even in this 
Islam feels insulted and step closer.time, are we still praying for 
undermined by the rest of the World Peace? Maybe that is 
world and they have decided to the issue.  People are praying 
strike back in the name of their and we never truly know to 
God, The war for the Gaza whom and for what they are 
strip between Israel and praying. 
Palestine is based on differing  
religious beliefs with the  If religion and prayer truly work 
Muslims striving to see the 

“...peace in the world is 
no more realistic than 
Greek Mythology.”

 “...
seemingly peaceful 
beliefs such as 
Christianity are flawed 
by hypocrisy and to a 
greater extent a lack 
of respect for other 
beliefs”

even the most 

 RELIGION OBSTRUCTING WORLD PEACE

Senamiso 
Moyo is a 2nd 
yr Law 
Student @ 
Wits
University.
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SPORTS

THE NUST Sports Council has Unconfirmed reports highlighted 

resolved to erect a new sporting that NUST was still trying to settle 

facility every semester to avoid debts dating from 2010.

incurring debts in renting According to Muponda, the Dean 

facilities outside campus. of students, Sibongile Kamusongo 

According to the minister of stresses that acquiring sporting 

Welfare and Logistics in the equipment was a necessity and 

council, Petros Muponda, the not a luxury.

council will look into "The Dean stressed the need for 

constructing a tennis court, a new equipment and that jerseys 
facilities such as tennis and 

basketball court, a karate platform should be personalized in order to 
basketball courts and to buy 

among other platforms, which the avoid passing one's sweat and 
proper table tennis equipments 

institution does not own. disease to another. She also said 
than to be paying rents to other 

"The council decided that it will all captains should submit their 
people and hiring equipment 

make more sense for NUST to list of individual participants.
from Lupane State University." 

raise enough funds to construct 

SPORTS COUNCIL RESOLVES TO 
ERECT INFRASTRUCTURE EVERY 
SEMESTER
SINEKE SIBANDA

SONY ACQUIRES

HAWK-EYE

SPORTS 

TECHNOLOGY
tourname
nts. It is Vice-president of Sony Europe, 
also used Naomi Climer, said Hawk-Eye has 
in cricket, developed a worldwide reputation 
snooker for “resolving close calls in critical 
and sporting situations”.ony Professional has 

coaching and is being tested by acquired Hawk-Eye, a UK-
the GAA in Ireland. “Players, officials and sports fans based company that S

have all appreciated the accurate specialises in sports tracking 
and entertaining way in which technology, for an undisclosed 
Hawk-Eye has integrated its figure.
technology into these key sports,” 
she added.Hawk-Eye is particularly famous 

for the role it plays each year at all 
/sportstechfour tennis Grand Slam 

“Hawk-Eye is also 
developing a system for 
soccer goal line 
technology.” www.google.co.zw

http://www.google.co.zw
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